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Automate your SAP Testing Process for
Greater Efficiency

The increased pace and complexity of modern SAP
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application delivery is putting tremendous pressure

Many organizations are turning to automated

on testing teams to deliver faster, business-focused

testing to protect against potential programming

feedback on the risks associated with new software

bugs, release incompatibilities and security

releases. However, manually testing SAP software

vulnerabilities. Automation allows you to test

is time-consuming and error-prone, and doing SAP

changes every time, without having to wait for

regression testing on a large scale for every change

manual testing or potentially missing something

is impractical. The only efficient way to effectively

important during the testing process. It’s the best

keep up with testing requirements is to use an

solution for the modern, agile IT department.

automated testing solution.
itelligence SAP Testing as a Service
Testing is More Important than Ever

The itelligence SAP Testing as a Service solution uses

Today’s businesses typically have a complex

a factory model for end-to-end testing delivered

infrastructure, with interdependencies between data

primarily from our global delivery centers located

and systems that require software changes to be

on-shore or off-shore. Our factory model provides

thoroughly vetted before being promoted into the

support for all test-related activities, including:

production environment. It’s all too common that
a change in functionality and data in one part of an
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application can break functionality in another.

■■ Implementation

and design
and execution

■■ Reporting

Improper or inadequate testing can lead to service
disruptions or downtime, which has an impact

itelligence Testing as a Service supports all SAP

on the business both internally and externally.

solutions and test types (Smoke, Functional and

Employees become frustrated when the systems

Regression). The solution uses SAP Solution

they use in their roles are out of service. Even worse,

Manager Focused Build to perform automated

a service disruption provides a less-than-optimal

testing for standard SAP processes using

customer experience that could ultimately impact

Component-Based Test Automation (CBTA).

the company’s bottom line.

Prerequisites

Why itelligence?

In order to take advantage of SAP Testing as a

In the digital age, you need an IT partner you

Service, you must meet the following require-

can rely on. Someone who understands the

ments:

digital and real-life challenges of your industry
and helps you rethink your business. A partner

■■ Be

on an active SAP maintenance contract

■■ Connect

who is with you every step of the way.

to the itelligence Solution Manager

as a Managed Service (SMaaMS) platform

With over 30 years’ experience, itelligence

or provide your own Solution Manager for

knows SAP software inside out. We work closely

configuration (billable)

with our clients to identify their specific needs
and fulfill them. Numerous SAP awards, certifications and our SAP Platinum Partner status
are testament to our success. From consulting to
implementation and managed services, we have
over 7,900 employees with the expertise to take
your business further.

Ready to Get
Started?
Contact us:
>> marketing@itelligencegroup.com
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